ABSTRACT In multi-instance multi-label learning (MIML) problems, predicting the labels of unseen bags becomes difficult when the labels of their instances are not provided directly. Therefore, it is necessary to exploit the label correlations to enhance the accuracy of the MIML classification. This paper presents the metric learning-based MIML-kNN (MI(ML) 2 kNN) method, which is composed of three parts. First, the label Laplacian matrix can be learned to obtain the label correlations by minimizing the label manifold regularizer. Then, based on label correlations, a novel objective function for the MIML is proposed where Mahalanobis distances between positively correlated labels and bags are minimized. Moreover, this objective function can be optimized by employing the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem and gradient descent (GD) alternately. Finally, the average Hausdorff distances of bag-bag pairs and bag-label pairs are calculated to construct the MIML-kNN classifier. Multiple classification experiments on three image and text benchmarks show the practicability and validity of our proposed method by comparing with the baseline methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex objects with rich semantic information have always been research subjects of supervised learning. For instance, an image is segmented into multiple regions which correspond to different objects of this image. Furthermore, each image always has multiple semantic content depicted as semantic labels. In recent years, the multi-instance multi-label (MIML) learning is presented to solve the above issues. MIML regards each object as a bag containing one or more instances, and different labels are assigned to each bag. An important property of MIML is that we can only observe the bag-level labels, rather than the instance-level labels. That is, the label of each instance is not provided directly. The reason for this is that tagging each instance in bags in a training dataset is more labor-intensive and timeconsuming, let alone using pixel-level labels for each image. Hence, MIML learning can be commonly applied to various application fields such as image classification [1] , protein prediction [2] , gene annotation [3] , and video annotation [4] .
Over the past few years, the MIML methods have developed rapidly in many aspects. The essential issue of MIML The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fatih Emre Boran.
is still to assign the proper labels to an unseen bag after training of the bag-level classifier [5] . Previous research work focuses on reducing the MIML task to the single-label or single-instance tasks [6] . Furthermore, the nearest neighbor (kNN) approach is used as a similarity-based classifier [7] to solve the MIML problem, which exploits the information of neighbors and citers to predict the multiple labels for unseen bags. Meanwhile, Euclidean distance has its own limitation when used to calculate the average Hausdorff distance between bags for kNN classifiers. Furthermore, Distance metric learning learns an optimal metric for reflecting the innate relation between objects, which can be naturally combined with the kNN classifiers by replacing the Euclidean distance with the Mahalanobis distance. The purpose of this method is to project the features of bags to another space through training the labeled dataset. In such case, the bags will move closer if they have the higher degree of semantic similarity, otherwise the bags move away from each other. Therefore, some work focuses on learning the optimal metric that can accurately reflect the similarity degree between bags. For example, a distance metric learning method [8] aims to obtain an optimal metric for kNN classifiers. The performance of this method can be enhanced by maximizing the distance between different labels and minimizing the distance VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ between bags and their assigned labels. However, a major limitation of this method is that the label correlations have not been considered. That is, the distances between different class labels are maximized as much as possible regardless of various degree of label correlations. The label correlation plays an important role for the improvement of multi-label learning [9] . For example, when an image is known to be associated with the label ''lions'', it has a high probability of having the label ''grassland'' rather than the label ''sea''. Previous studies focus on estimating the label correlation by calculating the label co-occurrence or cosine distance in the training dataset [10] , [11] . These methods always suffer from the over-fitting phenomenon and inadequate positive samples. Furthermore, a fast MIML algorithm [12] was proposed to exploit the label correlation in the shared subspace to improve the classification performance of MIML learning. This method utilizes the label relationship by estimating the contribution of each label to the shared space. However, the fast MIML algorithm does not explicitly estimate the correlations between labels that make it difficult to utilize them effectively. Recently, the similarity matrix [13] , [14] is introduced to learn the label correlation from the predicted label by minimizing the manifold regularizer. Inspired by this correlation estimation method, during the distance metric learning process, we will adjust the distance between the class labels according to the estimated degree of the label correlations.
To address the above limitations, we propose the Metric Learning based MIML-kNN (MI(ML) 2 kNN) approach to enhance the performance of the bag-level classifier in the MIML setting. First, according to the smooth labeling function assumption, more positively correlated labels always lead to more similar classification results. Therefore, the Laplacian matrix of the label correlation is learned by minimizing the manifold regularizer. Then, with the label correlation being obtained, optimal metric for kNN classifiers is learned such that the stronger semantic correlations between the bags are, the closer the distances of these bags become. Finally, we incorporate the bag-label distances into the information of neighbors and citers to construct the MIML-kNN classifier to further improve the classification performance. The main contributions are briefly listed as follows: 1) A novel metric learning based multi-instance multi-label classification with Label Correlation is proposed to estimate the label correlations by minimizing the manifold regularizer, and the distance metric is learned based on these label correlations to improve the classification performance in the MIML setting. 2) An objective function is designed to minimize Mahalanobis distance between positively correlated labels and bags. Furthermore, the optimization problem is solved by employing Rayleigh-Ritz theorem and gradient descent (GD) alternately.
3) The average Hausdorffd distances of the bag-label pairs are incorporated into the information of neighbors and citers to improve the quality of the MIML-kNN classifier.
Extensive classification experiments on three image and text benchmarks have validated the advantages of our proposed method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II makes a brief review of some related works. Section III describes the distance metric learning in the MIML settings, including the corresponding objective function and optimization strategy. The detailed procedure of our proposed algorithm is presented in section IV. Multiple experimental comparisons are conducted to give the performance evaluation in section V. Finally, the section VI draws the conclusion. 4
II. RELATED WORK A. MULTI-INSTANCE MULTI-LABEL LEARNING
The characteristics of MIML are discussed in [5] , where multiple degenerated methods for MIML are evaluated and compared. The basic task of MIML is to make the bag-level labels prediction for unseen bags. The MIML-kNN method [7] is proposed to combine the neighbors and citers information to construct the linear classifier for the multi-label prediction based on average Hausdorff distance. MLMIL [1] tries to relate labels to the corresponding latent semantic region, and enhances the multiclass prediction accuracy by exploiting the label correlation. However, this method only captures the correlation between label pairs, which obviously cannot take full advantage of relation among all labels. The multi-view MIML method [15] is designed to improve the bag-level annotation performance by using multiple feature sets. However, the generative MIML-mix model of this method is not accurate enough to describe the real-world applications.
In recent decades, MIML has been applied to deal with various tasks in many diverse scenarios. One of them is the instance annotation problem. Li et al. [16] tried to identify the instance-label relation by utilizing the common patterns shared by relevant labels. Briggs et al. [17] used a regularized rank loss to predict the instance-level label by learning training data with bag-level labels. A dynamic programming method [18] was used to efficiently calculate the instance-label posterior probability, such that each instance can be labeled when the bag-level labels are given. Moreover, some tasks are to predict novel class instead of the pre-determined classifications. The representative method is the discriminative probabilistic model [19] , which identifies the instances with novel class labels in the MIML setting. Furthermore, Zhu et al. [20] combined a bag-level loss and a clustering regularization to discover multiple novel labels with linear computational complexity. Pei and Fern [21] tried to identify the subclasses by employing the instance-level clustering when the bag-level labels are given.
Most MIML approaches always assume that the representations of instances are given in advance. The DeepMIML Network [22] was proposed to use the deep neural network to learn the instance representation in the MIML setting by utilizing the instance-label relationship. However, the instance generator in this method relies on the structure of the specific deep neural networks, which makes it difficult to relate the instances to the corresponding labels. MIML-FCN+ [23] aims to utilize the privileged bags to design privileged information loss, which can be incorporated into the deep neural network to obtain the effective solution. However, in practical cases, this additional privileged information is hard to obtain or very time consuming to acquire, which limits the application of this method.
B. DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING
Distance metric learning (DML) has become the common tools for the similarity-based search and classification due to its appropriate distance measurement. Jin et al. [8] learned the Mahalanobis distance to push the classes away from each other and bring together bags and their assigned classes in the MIML setting. The limitation of this method is that the label correlation is not considered and optimization procedure is fairly complex. Weinberger et al. [24] summarized the nearest-neighbor classification as the large margin nearest neighbor problem, and provided the effective solutions to this problem. Furthermore, the semi-supervised DML method [25] , [26] was proposed to improve classification performance by using labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously. Li et al. [27] combined the linear and kernel-based DML to learn multiple metrics for corresponding image features, in which the ordinary relationship can be well preserved to enhance the image ranking performance. On the basis, Ye et al. [28] considered the spatial and semantic similarity to construct the unified multi-metric learning framework. This framework is designed to adapt to various tasks by using alternative and stochastic optimization strategy. Recently, the convergence of reinforcement learning and metric learning [29] , [30] have been developed to scale and select state variables automatically. This technique is mainly applied to resource allocation [31] , fog computing [32] , and differentiated services [33] .
Recently, DML has been combined with the deep neural networks framework for further improvement of image recognition and verification. The deep localized metric learning (DLML) method [34] incorporates the local metric into deep metric learning to provide more fine-grained visual recognition based on the auto-encoders framework. Discriminative deep metric learning (DDML) [35] learns a nonlinear hierarchical transformation rather than a Mahalanobis distance metric in a deep learning framework. This method utilizes multiple deep neural networks for the extraction of the robust features for better discrimination. Wang et al. [36] jointly utilized feature extraction, metric learning and label consistence to improve the image classification accuracy of the remote sensing application. The multi-view metric learning (MVML) approach [37] utilizes the multi-view feature representations for metric learning. Furthermore, this method introduces the nonlinear transformation to enhance the image verification performance by using deep neural networks.
C. LABEL CORRELATION
Label correlation has become an inevitable topic in the field of multi-label learning, and has been widely discussed in literatures. Zhang et al. [9] provided the comprehensive review of previous multi-label techniques, and pointed out that the label correlation has become a key factor for the multi-label learning. Recently, new progress has been made in label correlation study. For example, the Multilabel learning with Emerging New Labels (MuENL) method [38] classifies all instances with unknown labels. This method incorporates two different classifiers by utilizing the label correlations between the known and new labels. The dual set multi-label learning (DSML) method [39] considers a new label correlation application scenario, where two labels come from two label sets respectively and the intra-set label relationship is exclusive. This method constructs two classifiers on each label set by reusing their respective models to improve the label prediction accuracy. Zhu et al. [14] learned the label correlation from the predicted labels by minimizing the manifold regularizer, and utilized global and local label correlation to optimize the classifier outputs. This method aims to use the above alternating optimizations for recovering the missing labels in the latent space.
Furthermore, the deep multi-modal CNN for MIML method [40] was proposed to generate multiple instance representations for each input image via the specific deep neural network, which exploits the label correlation and context information to enhance the classification quality. However, this method regards each feature map in the convolutional tensor layer as an instance representation, which makes it difficult to relate the high-level feature instances to the partitioned regions in raw inputs. Furthermore, MMCNN-MIML ignores the label correlation shared between different images, which cannot take full advantage of label correlation to enhance the performance.
III. METRIC LEARNING FROM MIML DATA A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We denote the training data by = {(
, where n is the number of bags. Let X i = {x
j=1 be a bag of n i instances. Let y i ∈ {−1, 1} L be a label vector, where y l i = 1 if a label c l is assigned to a bag X i , y l i = −1 otherwise, and L is the number of labels. Moreover, if a bag X has the label c l , at least one instance of X is associated with c l . Otherwise, no instance in X has c l .
The Mahalanobis distance between bags is equivalent to the minimum Mahalanobis distance of the instances between these two bags, as defined below.
where
is the Mahalanobis distance between two instances, and A ∈ R d×d is semi-positive definite. We can observe that the distance VOLUME 7, 2019 between two bags can be calculated by finding the minimum distance of instances between the two bags. Hence, according to
of X i and X j is referred to as the key instance pair. In order to obtain the relationship between two bags, we need to identify the key instance pair, and calculate the Mahalanobis distance between the key instances D x
As we know, a bag can be associated with various labels, and the same labels can be shared by multiple bags. For estimating the correlation between bags and labels, we describe each label in the same way as a bag. Hence, each label c l ( 
where z i l ∈ R d is a i-th center for label c l . Since a center in the label can be equivalent to an instance in the bag, we can measure the distance between the bags and labels, i.e.,
Similarly, the distance D(Z l , Z m ) can be used to estimate the correlation between c l and c m .
B. LABEL CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
Recently, label correlation has been received more attention due to its improvement in the performance of multi-label learning. For example, the normalized Laplacian matrices can be used to obtain the degree of the label correlation [14] . Specifically, let Y = [y 1 , . . . , y n ] ∈ {−1, 1} L×n be the label matrix, where y i denotes the label vector assigned to bag X i . We denote the ith row of Y by p i ∈ R n , which represents the assignment of the label c i to all bags. If c i is positively correlated with c j , p i would be likely to be similar to p j . Similarly, p i and p j should be dissimilar when c i and c j are negatively correlated to each other. According to the definition of the label manifold regularizer, we have
L×L is a label correlation matrix. When minimizing Equation (4) 
Therefore, minimizing the above equation is to obtain an optimal label correlation matrix by learning the label Laplacian matrix. Specifically, considering matrix L is symmetric positive definite, We first decompose L into H H T , where H ∈ R L×ξ and ξ < L. Hence, the Equation (5) 
Then, we can find the solution to Equation (6) by employing the gradient descent method, and ∇ H , the negative gradient of Equation (6), can be calculated as
and H can be updated as
where γ t is a learning rate, and the above iteration process will be completed when a specified convergence criterion is satisfied. Finally, we can obtain the desired label correlation matrix S by optimizing H .
C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
During the training procedure, we learn a better distance metric according to the following step: (1) if a label is assigned to a bag, the distance between them is reduced as much as possible; (2) the distance between labels is adjusted with respect to their correlation degree, i.e., if the label correlation of a label pair is larger than that of another pair, the former should be closer to each other than the latter. Hence, we have the following expression:
where y l i = 1 if X i has the label c l and y l i = 0 otherwise, and λ is a weighting coefficient. The label correlation s i,j ∈ [−1, 1] can be obtained by solving the problem in Equation (6), and s i,j = 1 and −1 denote the strong positive and negative correlation between c i and c j , respectively. Matrix A is the distance metric that we need to learn to minimize (9) . Furthermore, in order to avoid the scaling invariance result and facilitate the computation, we assume that tr (A) = r where r is an integer constant, and A = r i=1 w i w T i where w T i w j = δ (i, j). On this basis, we can obtain the final objective function as follows:
D. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
The alternating optimization method is used to provide a good solution to the objective in (10) , and the whole optimization procedure is divided into three parts described as follows.
1) IDENTIFYING THE KEY INSTANCE PAIR
finding the key instance pair (κ i ,κ l ) for each bag X i and its assigned label Z l , and the key instance pair (κ i ,κ j ) for each couple of labels Z i and Z j , i.e.,
2) OPTIMIZING A WITH Z FIXED When the key instance pairs are given, the corresponding optimization problem is
We define
Then, Equation (13) can be reformulated as
where A = W W T , Equation (16) is regarded as a trace minimization optimization problem. According to the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, such trace minimization problem is solved by calculating the first r eigenvectors of (U + λV ) as the columns of W .
3) OPTIMIZING Z WITH A FIXED
The corresponding optimization problem becomes
which can be split into L subproblems,
Then, we can obtain the derivation of (18) = zκ
where zκ l l t and zκ j j t denote the value of zκ l l and zκ j j at the t-th iteration, respectively, and η t is the learning rate.
As previously mentioned, objective (10) is non-negative. Therefore, when Rayleigh-Ritz theorem and gradient descent (GD) are applied alternately, the objective value is reduced at each iteration. Therefore, the convergence of our method can be ensured. In order to accelerate the above processing procedure, the criterion of the objective function in (10) is defined as
where ε is a predefined threshold, A t+1 is obtained by optimizing A t with Z t fixed, and Z t+1 is obtained by optimizing Z t with A t+1 fixed. When the above criterion is satisfied, the process of the alternating optimization iteration will be completed in advance.
IV. METRIC LEARNING BASED MIML-kNN WITH LABEL CORRELATION
We now consider how to exploit the learned distance metric and label correlation to promote the performance of the MIML classification. First, we use the Mahalanobis distance between instances with respect to learned metric A to replace Euclidean distance, and the average Hausdorff distance with A can be calculated as
where |·| denotes the set cardinality and x 2 ) . Therefore, the average Hausdorff distance represents average minimum distance of instances between two bags, which can be used to measure the distance of bags when the distance metric A is learned.
The average Hausdorff distance is provided for the improvement of the MIML-kNN classifier [7] . Specifically, according to the average Hausdorff distance in (24), we utilize each bag X i 's both k 1 nearest neighbors and k 2 citers (i.e. bags whose k 2 nearest neighbors contain X i ) to generate the label counting vector δ X i ∈ R L : the values of 1 and 0 for the true and false argument, respectively. Therefore, δ X i (l) represents the number of bags in R
with the label l. From the above description, the objective function in (10) shrinks the distance between the bag and its assigned label, and the distances of the bags with the same labels are reduced accordingly. Hence, the label counting vector δ X i (l) can estimate the label information of X i based on the label information of its neighbors. In order to further improve the performance, we can directly use the distances between X i and all labels to predict the label information. It is due to the fact that the average Hausdorff distance with learned metric can better represent the correlation between bags and their corresponding labels. Specifically, the learned metric are favored that the bag X i should be closer to Z l when the label c l is assigned to X i . Hence, we define the label distance vector
Actually, the label counting vector δ X i and the label distance vector D X i contain the indirect and direct label information of X i , respectively, and both vectors should be exploited to predict a test bag's labels. Hence, we have
where F X i ∈ R 2L is referred to as label comprehensive vector of X i , and ⊕ denotes the vector concatenation operation. Then, the linear classifier f l (X i ) of label c l with respect to X i is constructed as
where θ l ∈ R 2L is the label feature vector of label c l , and we can obtain θ l by minimizing the following equation:
where y l i indicates whether c l is assigned to X i . We set the derivatives of (29) with respect to θ l to zero, and obtain the normal equation as
can be computed by solving (30) using the SVD techniques [41] .
According to the above methods, the distance metric A is initialized as an identity matrix, and the k-means clustering is employed on all instances with label c l to obtain K cen-
which compose the label bag Z l . Specifically, the procedure of Metric Learning based MIML-kNN (MI(ML) 2 kNN) method is described below in detail.
The computational cost of the above approach comes from the objective function optimization and linear classification construction. First, during the optimization process, the cost
Algorithm 1 Metric Learning Based MIML-kNN
Input:
j=1 : a bag of n i instances;
: a label bag of K instances; 1: Set t = 0. 2: Identify the key instance pairs by (11) and (12 (21) and (22), 6: until the criterion (23) is satisfied. 7: Obtain the label comprehensive vector F X i by (25) , (26) and (27 for identifying the key instances in Equation (11) and (12) scales as O nK 2 L 2 d 2 , where n, K , L, and d denote the number of bags, instances per bag, labels, and the dimensions of an instance, respectively. In Equation (13)- (16), Matrix A is updated with the cost of O nL 2 d 2 , and the time complexity for updating Z in Equation (17)- (22) is O nLd 2 . Hence, the whole optimization process of 
In summary, the time complexity of our proposed method scales
Considering that K , L, and d are relatively small, the scalability of our proposed method can be ensured.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to analyze and verify the validity of the proposed method, We carry out multiple performance evaluation experiments on three benchmark datasets to compare with the baseline traditional methods.
A. DATA SETS
We conduct experiments on three commonly-used image and text benchmarks to measure the quality of MIML methods, and these benchmarks are described below. [42] the dataset, a subset of MSRC image dataset, consists of 591 segmented images classified into 23 classes. Each images is expressed as a bag consisting of average 3 instances. The total number of instances is 1758. 48-dimensional feature vector is used to represent each instance. Furthermore, MSRC is composed of two parts: the test set of 197 random bags and the training set of the remainder of MSRC.
1) MSRC v2
2) REUTERS [43] the text categorization dataset contains 2000 documents associated with 7 labels. Each bag corresponds to a document which is segmented into multiple instances by using sliding windows technique. The total number of instances is 7119. 243-dimensional feature vector is extracted to represent an instance using the Bag-of-words representation method. Furthermore, the test set contained 200 random bags, and the training set contained the remaining bags of Reuters.
3) LETTER CARROLL [44] the letter recognition dataset contains 166 words associated with 26 labels. Each bag corresponds to a word, and an instance represents a letter of each word. The total number of instances is 717. Each letter image is scanned to extract 16-dimensional feature vector. Furthermore, the test set contained 55 random bags from Letter Carroll, and the remainder constituted the training set.
During the course of the following experiments, the above datasets are partitioned into the test set and training set randomly, and the average results are obtained over multiple repetitions.
B. COMPARED ALGORITHMS AND METRICS
We list several representative MIML algorithms below as baseline methods.
• MIMLBoost [6] : the MIML task is simplified as multi-instance single-label issues based on the degeneration strategy.
• MIMLSVM [6] : the MIML task is simplified as single-instance multi-label issues based on the degeneration strategy.
• MIMLkNN [7] : the MIML problem is solved by using the k-nearest neighbor technique.
• MIMLfast [12] : the MIML problem is solved by using the label relations in a low-dimensional subspace.
• KISAR [16] : the MIML problem is solved by exploiting the relation between the instances and their related labels.
• MI(ML) 2 kNN: the proposed method for metric Learning based MIML with label correlation.
We use the codes provided by authors to implement these algorithms, and compare the multi-label classification performances of all algorithms under the same experimental conditions.
For the multi-label classification, given each bag, all the labels are ranked according to the confidence value calculated by a classification method. Meanwhile, the labels assigned to a bag are relevant labels of this bag, and relevant labels should be listed before irrelevant labels for a given bag. Five commonly-used criteria for comparison are listed as follows:
• Average precision (AP): we calculate the proportion of the relevant labels ahead of a given irrelevant label. AP can be calculated by averaging these results over all bags, and larger value indicates the better performance.
• Hamming loss (HL): HL is defined as the proportion of misclassified bag-label pairs in all bag-label pairs, and smaller value indicates the better performance.
• Ranking loss (RL): for each bag, we calculate the proportion of the relevant-irrelevant label pairs in the wrong order in all relevant-irrelevant label pairs. RL can be calculated by averaging these results over all bags, and the smaller the value, the better the performance.
• One error (OE): OE denotes the proportion of the bags whose top label is an irrelevant label, and the smaller the value, the better the performance.
• Coverage: for each bag, we calculate the sequence number of the relevant label ranked last. Coverage can be calculated by averaging these results over all bags, and smaller value indicates the better performance.
C. LABEL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
In order to study the impact of the label correlation coefficient s i,j , we consider two cases of our proposed method: Label Correlation (LC) and Non Label Correlation (NLC). In the case of LC, the optimal label correlation coefficients are obtained according to Equation (8) . By contrast, in the case of NLC, all label correlation coefficients are set to −1, i.e., ignoring the effect of the label correlation. We implement our proposed method on MSRC v2 dataset to compare the results from the above two cases. In this experiment, weighting coefficient λ and learning rate η t are 5 and 0.005, respectively. The number of the orthogonal vectors r is fixed to 90. From Table 1 , we can observe that when the number of nearest neighbors and citers increased, two cases of our proposed method both could achieve better performance in terms of the above three metrics. When the number of nearest neighbors and citers are given, LC performs better than NLC, i.e., when the label correlation coefficient s i,j is learned for the exact estimation of the label correlation, the multi-label classification performance can be improved significantly. This results can further validate the effectiveness of the label correlation learning approach.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this experiment, we implement our proposed method and various baseline MIML methods on three datasets. The number of nearest neighbors k 1 and citers k 2 are set to 20 and 18, respectively. We set λ = 5 and η t = 0.005. The other experimental settings are the same as the original papers for fair comparison.
From Table 2 , our proposed method MI(ML) 2 kNN achieves the best performance results in terms of almost all of evaluation criterion, except that MI(ML) 2 kNN ranks second in term of One error. The above results verify the advantage of the proposed method. Note that by comparison with MIMLkNN, MI(ML) 2 kNN can provide the significant performance gain by utilizing the label correlation and learning the distance metric.
In Table 3 and Table 4 , the results show that MI(ML) 2 kNN outperforms other baseline methods in almost all metrics except OE. Our proposed method ranks second or third in term of OE, the main reasons are that the purpose of MI(ML) 2 kNN is to enhance the overall quality of classification by the smoothness of label and the label correlation, i.e., let all relevant labels rank before irrelevant labels, rather than focuses only on the top-ranked label of bags. Hence, MI(ML) 2 kNN can achieve the best comprehensive performance in these MIML methods.
Finally, the tag prediction experiments on MSRC v2 are conducted to further demonstrate effectiveness of our proposed methods. In the Table 5 , thanks to the optimized label correlation and distance metric, our proposed method is generally superior to other compared methods in the image tagging application. 2 kNN is designed to improve MIMLkNN by exploiting the label correlation and learning the optimized distance metric. Hence, in this experiments, Training time is represented as the time required to update the parameters of the classification model using the training set, i.e., the time for learning the label correlation matrix, the distance metric, and determining L label feature vectors of linear classifiers. Test time refers to the time for calculating the relevant label set for each test bag. Therefore, the training and test time of MI(ML) 2 kNN are compared with those of MIMLkNN to evaluate their computational cost. Table 6 shows that the training and test time of MI(ML) 2 kNN are slightly larger than those of MIMLkNN. However, the computational cost of MI(ML) 2 kNN is comparable to MIMLkNN. Since MI(ML) 2 kNN can provide significant performance gain compared with MIMLkNN, the multi-label classification performance of our proposed method is improved remarkably at a slight cost in implementation complexity.
E. COMPARISON WITH MIMLkNN

MI(ML)
We conduct some image retrieval experiments on MSRC v2. As shown in Table 7 , the first column contains test images. For each test image, the same row of the second and third column correspond to the retrieval results by our proposed method and MIMLkNN, respectively. The experiment results further demonstrate that MI(ML) 2 kNN can be trained more efficiently than MIMLkNN when exploiting the label correlation and optimized distance metric.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the method MI(ML) 2 kNN to enhance the quality of the label prediction for bags when the labels of their instances are unavailable. First, the estimated label correlations are obtained by learning the label Laplacian matrix. On this basis, the objective is formulated for optimizing the distance metric, such that the transformed distances of positively correlated labels and bags are shrinked. Then we employ alternating optimization strategy to provide an effective solution to the objective. Finally, the average Hausdorff distances are exploited to construct the MIML-kNN classifier. The superiority of our proposed method is validated through the experimental comparison on multiple public benchmarks.
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